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Reminder: we are postponing sections 5, 6, 7, and 22 until after
we will have read Appel’s paper on his garbage collector.

Discussion questions for today

Reusing the system

We’ll start our discussion by considering how we might reuse
Appel’s run-time system to support a language other than Stan-
dard ML. You will flip a coin and choose a language that satisfies
these constraints:

• No matter how the coin comes up, your chosen language will
have automatic memory management and memory safety.

• If the coin comes up heads, choose a language that has a
static type system.

• If the coin comes up tails, choose a language that does not
have a static type system.

An ideal choice would be a language that you enjoy using and
are reasonably knowledgeable about.

(1) Briefly describe the forms of data used in your chosen lan-
guage.
If possible, a somewhat formal definition, perhaps in the
form of a grammar, would be most useful.

(2) Drawing on section 9 of Appel’s paper, describe how you
imagine your chosen data could be represented using the
records and strings of Appel’s run-time system.

(3) How good a job could Appel’s system do at supporting your
chosen language?

Shared secrets

In any language implementation, the compiler and run-time sys-
tem share secrets. The fewer secrets are shared, the more modular
the system, and the easier it is to evolve. In this context, I think it
will be useful to think about share secrets asymmetrically.

(4) In Appel’s system, what run-time secrets does the compiler
know?

(5) In Appel’s system, what compiler secrets does the run-time
system know?

One technical question

(6) Section 3 on pages 346–347 describes SML/NJ’s tagging
scheme. A known problem with this scheme is that a
floating-point number has no room for a tag bit. Once con-
sequence is that an array of double-precision floating-point
numbers has a very inefficient representation.

(a) What is that representation?

(b) Who do you blame for the representation: the run-time
system, the compiler, or the language designer?

(c) Bonus question: Why not just use the least significant
bit of the floating-point number as a tag bit?

Foundation for the future: known and un-
known calls

(7) People who write compilers have learned to distinguish
between “calls to known functions” and “calls to unknown
functions.” If you think in C terms, a call to a named function
is probably a call to a known function, whereas a call through
a function pointer is probably a call to an unknown function.
Calls to known functions are ripe with opportunities for code
improvement:

• They need not use the standard calling convention but
can instead use lighter-weight conventions—or even a
one-off convention.

• They can be inlined.
• When the forms of some arguments are known at com-

pile time, those calls can be specialized.

With this idea in mind, let’s revisit sections 11 and 12 of
Appel’s paper:

(a) Using the ideas of “known” and “unknown” functions,
how do you explain what Appel is saying in section 11?

(b) Using the ideas of “known” and “unknown” functions,
explain the consequences of the implementation of the
module system described in section 12.
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Rejected questions

These questions all seemed interesting, but not interesting enough
to be worth discussing in class

(8) Here are some of the elements we put on the board on
Wednesday. In Appel’s design, which of them are addressed
and how?

• Introspection into the call stack
• Exceptions
• Concurrency and parallelism
• Handling interrupts (synchronous and asynchronous)
• Dynamically loading new code
• Other “dynamic language” things, like efficient dynam-

ically dispatched calls
• Foreign calls or OS calls

(9) Section 13 on page 368 describes a set of primitives that are
implemented in the run-time system.

(a) What set of primitives do you imagine are needed for
your chosen language?

(b) How well do you think these primitives have held up
over time?

(c) Bonus (if you have looked at sections 5 to 7): Why
isn’t there a memory-allocation primitive?

(10) Section 8 points out that procedure-call frames are allocated
on the heap, not a classic C-like call stack. The ML call
stack is therefore represented as a linked list of heap objects.

(a) For the implementor who has to build the compiler and
the run-time system, what problems does this solve?

(b) What problems do you imagine are created?

(11) Page 359 points out that machine-code procedures are just
strings, and that the garbage collector can move them at
will. Is this trick going to work on a machine like the x86,
which has separate caches for instructions and data? If so,
explain why the separate caches are not a problem. If not,
explain what problems you anticipate and how they might
be remedied.

(12) Not a question: the operations described in section 17 are
sometimes called “pickling” and “unpickling.”
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